
Question 1: 

Re: gaming for good.  You seem to be suggesting that charities need to 'find' high level 
gamers as part of their ambassador / individual major donor work.  

Gaming for Good: how to connect with influencers  

Gaming for Good: how to find gamers 

 

Question 2: 

What is your advice as a first step for a small charity with limited resource who wants to get 
into the gaming for good world?  

Gaming for Good: a guide to Twitch 

Gaming for Good: how to engage the streaming community 

Gaming for Good: how to find gamers 

Gaming for Good: how to raise funds 

Podcast: Gaming for Good: an essential fundraising tool 

 

Question 3: 

We're interested in gaming for good. We want to explore it this year but not sure if it's better 
to host it ourselves (e.g. on our own Twitch platform) or encourage gamers to run their own. 
Has anyone done one or the other and can see a difference in engagement? 

Gaming for Good: the best platforms 

Gaming for Good: the best games to raise funds 

 

Question 4: 

How do you think digital fundraising can be optimized for corporate partners? Are you 
seeing trends in what that might look like in the future?  

How to engage corporate partners 

How charities can find the right corporate partners 
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Inspiring charity and business partnerships 

How to establish a corporate partnership 

 

Question 5: 

I would love to try gaming for good. I was thinking more in the mobile phone game industry 

           any thoughts?  

Gaming for Good: the best platforms 

Gaming for Good: how to find gamers 

Gaming for Good: the best games to raise funds 

Gaming for Good: Gamers Without Borders 

 

 

Question 6: 

What are your thoughts about Payroll Giving in the future as a larger element of digital 
fundraising? It seems to answer some of the questions in the chat about optimising 
fundraising for corporate partners.  

All you need to know about Payroll Giving 

 

Question 7:    

How would you raise money for Hospices? We are only allowed to target certain postcodes 
in the UK  

50 of the best fundraising ideas for charity  

How to build a fundraising strategy 

Everything you need to know about fundraising 
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